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       I wish I knew that when I go in for an audition and I don't get the part, it
actually doesn't have to do with me on a personal level. 
~Eliza Coupe

TV is the best. I wish that's how life was. 
~Eliza Coupe

You can't improv off of bad writing. Then you have to actually create
your objective, which is really hard to do in an element without the
skeleton to go off of. 
~Eliza Coupe

My dad actually taught me to box when I was, like, nine years old,
because I got picked on at school all of the time. I was on a boys'
hockey team, so I would get all of my aggression out there. 
~Eliza Coupe

There's such an odd, eclectic group of people that make up the town of
Plymouth, New Hampshire. I don't think I could avoid not coming out of
there with a pretty good sense of humor. 
~Eliza Coupe

I've been recognized a couple times. I get people staring at me, and I
think in their heads they're thinking, 'How do I know her? Did I go to
high school with her?' I think it's not registering yet. 
~Eliza Coupe

I'm always working out; I did ice hockey in high school, but I'm not a
dance person. I mean, this was horrible, but I had a dance double in my
high-school musical. 
~Eliza Coupe

I used to play the piano by listening to it - like Chopin pieces, when I
was, like, a little kid - and then the minute my parents got me lessons to
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read music, I couldn't do it anymore. 
~Eliza Coupe

I would love to do a dramatic comedy. All of that, it all interests me. At
some point I want to do my 'Monster,' like Charlize Theron, so I'm
buckling up for that. 
~Eliza Coupe

I'm a kid from New Hampshire who's pretty normal. 
~Eliza Coupe
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